Taking our part in counteracting intentioned binding and psychic
harm to those who are part of the light/truth structure upon Earth at
this time.
To be repeated out loud, spoken softly, placed under a crystal, within
alter, sleeping space or buried in Earth or burnt within fire. Or use
your own magickal practise and ritual.
With love,
Magenta Pixie

We do not consent to the 'beacons of light' or to any individual or
group of the 'alliance of light' or to those who switch polarity from a
service-to-self structure to a service-to-others one being hexed, spelled,
bound, cast or magickally interfered with on any level beyond purity,
love, compassion, forgiveness, light, healing and joy throughout the
quantum infinite infinity matrix fields.
We, starseeds of Earth, those that come forward from many distant
planets, realms, worlds and dimensions do stand by our very existence,
honour, integrity and alignment to truth, justice and balance,
counteract with our very being any such intent.
We counteract this by sending love, light, joy and nurturing support to
any individual who stands within integrity for positive polarised truth
and service-to-others patterning.
We, as a collective that represent and are the 'Divine Princess Aurora'
and her beloved 'Twin Flame Arch-Angel Michael', do hold fast a
network of light availble to all those of integrity and of a pure heart
who wish to utilise this web of light for healing, safety and protection.
We offer a safe space to those who leave service-to-self structures,
break free of false nets and false traps and look for armistice and
sanctuary in the temple of the true light matrix.
We welcome them.
We place a permeable barrier of mirrored, plasmic- light around any

individual, construct, event, situation, structure or group that is
cohesively intentioned binding and harm.
We place a neutralising and recycling effect around said same
structures from non-cohesive dissipating thought that may touch any
level of reality of said same structure.
We give thanks for the powers of light naturally present within the
crystalline-platinum-diamond gene formations of all ascending
starseeds and we stand together to create this living, loving sanctuary
matrix.
In lovelight and lightlove,
It is done.

I am......(say your name)

